
17.871: PS3 Key 
 
Part I 
 
. use "cces12.dta", clear 
. reg  CC424 CC334A [aweight=V103] if CC334A != 8 & CC424 < 6  
// Need to remove values that do not fit on the linear scale. This entails discarding all respondents 
who are unsure of their own ideology or the Tea Party’s ideology.  
 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   17864 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  1, 17862) =16715.47 
       Model |  20442.5357     1  20442.5357           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  21844.7071 17862  1.22297095           R-squared     =  0.4834 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4834 
       Total |  42287.2429 17863  2.36730912           Root MSE      =  1.1059 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
       CC424 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      CC334A |  -.6050258   .0046797  -129.29   0.000    -.6141984   -.5958532 
       _cons |   5.969828   .0214752   277.99   0.000     5.927734    6.011921 

 
 
- The slope coefficient suggests that a one unit increase in one’s self-reported ideology (on a scale 

ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 indicates very liberal and 7 indicates very conservative) is 
associated with a 0.61 unit decrease in one’s view of the Tea Party (where 1 indicates very 
positive and 5 indicates very negative). In other words, an increase in conservative self-
identification is associated with a more favorable view of the Tea Party. 
 

- The confidence interval builds on the notion that if the data were resampled, we would obtain a 
slightly different point estimate. Reflecting this uncertainty, the 95% confidence interval states 
that our estimate of the effect of ideology on tea party attitudes ranges between -0.614 and -
0.596. More abstractly, if we calculated confidence intervals using the exact same method on 100 
different samples, 95 of these confidence intervals would contain the population parameter. 

 
- The SER states that on average, our model is about 1.1 units ‘off the mark’ 

 
 

. twoway lfit CC424 CC334A [aweight=V103] if (CC334A != 8 & CC424 < 6), ylabel(1 "V. 
Positive"  5 "V. Negative", angle(0)) xticks(1(1)7) yticks(1(1)5) ytitle("View of Tea Party") xlabel(1 
"V. Liberal"  7 "V. Conservative") xscale(range(0 8)) xtitle("Self-reported Ideology") title("View of 
the Tea Party by Self-reported Ideology") 
 



 
 
- Substantively, the slope coefficient suggests individuals who self-report as more conservative are 
more likely to express positive sentiments about the Tea Party. The opposite holds as well; this result 
suggests that individuals are at least reasonably able to associate the Tea Party with conservatism. 
 
 
Part II 
 
// Discard all ‘do not know’ responses and recode income to the center of each category. 
 
. replace pid7=. if pid7==8 
. recode faminc (1 = 5) (2 = 15) (3=25) (4=35) (5=45) (6=55) (7=65) (8=75) (9=90) (10=110) 
(11=130) (12=175) (13=225) (14=300) (15=425) (16=550) (32=.) (97=.), gen(faminc_recode) 
 
. scatter  pid7 faminc_recode, legend(off) title("Partisan Identication by Family Income") 
ylabel(1 "Strong Dem"  7 "Strong Repub") yticks(1(1)7) ytitle("Partisan ID") xtitle("Family 
Income - Thousands") msize(vsmall) jitter(5) || lfit pid7 faminc_recode [aweight=V103] 
 



 
 
 
  . reg pid7 faminc_recode [aweight=V103] 
 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   22922 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  1, 22920) =   84.25 
       Model |  379.477033     1  379.477033           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |   103237.79 22920   4.5042666           R-squared     =  0.0037 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0036 
       Total |  103617.267 22921  4.52062595           Root MSE      =  2.1223 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         pid7 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
faminc_recode |   .0023962   .0002611     9.18   0.000     .0018845    .0029079 
        _cons |   3.542943   .0211075   167.85   0.000     3.501571    3.584315 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The coefficient (0.002) suggests that a $1000 increase in family income is associated with a 
increase of 0.002 on an ideological scale ranging from 1 (Strong Dem) to 7 (Strong Republican). 
Expressing the coefficient in different units, a $100,000 increase in family income is associated 
with a 0.2 shift on this scale.  
 
. collapse (mean) pid7 faminc_recode [aw=V103], by(StateAbbr) 
. scatter pid7 faminc_recode, legend(off) title("Mean Family Income and Self-Ideology by 
State") mlabel(StateAbbr) msize(small) xtitle("Mean Family Income - Thousands") ylabel(1 
"Strong Dem"  7 "Strong Repub.", angle(0)) yticks(1(1)7)  ytitle("Mean Partisan ID") || lfit pid7 
faminc_recode  



 
 
. reg pid7 faminc_recode  
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      51 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  1,    49) =    9.03 
       Model |  1.93303003     1  1.93303003           Prob > F      =  0.0042 
    Residual |  10.4910769    49  .214103609           R-squared     =  0.1556 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1384 
       Total |  12.4241069    50  .248482138           Root MSE      =  .46271 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         pid7 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
faminc_recode |  -.0220851   .0073501    -3.00   0.004    -.0368556   -.0073146 
        _cons |   5.130038   .4336706    11.83   0.000     4.258544    6.001532 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
The coefficient suggests that a $1000 increase in average family income per state is associated 
with a 0.22 decrease on a partisan scale ranging from from 1 (Strong Dem) to 7 (Strong 
Republican).  
 
- The relationship is reversed when analyzing the individual vs. the aggregate level. This is not 

uncommon when aggregating units – by collapsing we are discarding more detailed data on 
how income relates to partisan affiliation. This is referred to as the ‘ecological inference bias’ 
or the ‘ecological fallacy’– we should have more trust in the estimates from the individual 
level data, because it appropriately measures variation at the level at which it occurs. 
 

 
 
 



Part III 
 
. use "quartet.dta", clear 
 
. reg y1 x1 
. reg y2 x2 
. reg y3 x3 
. reg y4 x4 
 
 1 2 3 4 
Slope 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
Constant 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
CI 0.002 – 0.233 0.002 – 0.233 0.002 – 0.233 0.002 – 0.233 
SER 1.24 1.24 1.24 1.24 
 
- The results are identical across all regressions, although the distribution of data differs 

markedly.  
- The estimates demonstrate the fact that OLS imposes a certain functional form on the data. 

This can give misleading estimates if the functional form is improperly specified. 
- You should always look at the manner in which the data is distributed before fitting a linear 

specification.  
 
Part IV 
 
. use "cces12.dta" 
// Repeat transformation of pid7 and family income from Part II 
 
. gen logfaminc = log(faminc_recode) 
. regress pid7 logfaminc [pweight = V103] 
 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   22922 
                                                       F(  1, 22920) =   82.57 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.0083 
                                                       Root MSE      =  2.1174 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
        pid7 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   logfaminc |   .2246228   .0247202     9.09   0.000     .1761696    .2730761 
       _cons |   2.839928   .0973712    29.17   0.000     2.649074    3.030782 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
The slope coefficient suggests that a 1% increase in family income is associated with a .00225 
shift on the partisan scale (with a range of 1 to 7). Alternately, a 100% (doubling) of income 
would be associated with shift of 0.225.  
 
. predict lhat, xb  



. twoway (lfit pid7 faminc_recode [aweight=V103]) (line lhat faminc_recode [aweight=V103], 
sort) 
 

 
 
Since income is right-skewed, a linear fit is inappropriate. The revised logarithmic fit implies 
that at the lower end of the distribution, increases in family income have a stronger effect on 
partisanship than at the top of distribution. This makes intuitive sense – a $10,000 increase in 
income is more consequential for someone making $50k than someone making 5 million. 
 
Part V 
 
. replace milex = . if milex == -9 
. replace irst = . if irst == -9 
. gen cap_milex = milex / tpop 
. gen cap_irst=  irst / tpop 
. keep if year==2007 
. corr cap_milex cap_irst, cov 
. di 42.6647  / .263279 
 
Coefficient= 162.05128 
 
The coefficient suggests that an increase of 1 ton in iron/steel production per capita is associated 
with an increase in military expenditure of $162.05 per capita. Note however that the relationship 
is highly endogenous. 
 


